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Narrative - How Obama is Born in Kenya but still obtains a Birth Certificate (BC)
in Hawaii and/or a Certification of Live Birth (COLB)
I've cogitated on the "facts" about Obama over the last year and finally wrote this in June
but I thought I'd re-post this suggested narrative to explain events we've seen to date
regarding the Usurper in the Oval Office. Those who have twitter, feel free to "tweet" this
and my other posts in my ledge at
http://countryfirst.bravehost.com/phpBB3/viewforum.php?f=105 to all your readers.
Thanks.
A proposed narrative to explain the various seemingly conflicting statements made about
Obama's birth in Kenya and Hawaii:
Underage U.S. teenager gets pregnant via a significantly older married man from Kenya.
This was an unusual event in 1961.
Mother of teenager is in total shock over the event as would have been many mothers of
teenage girls getting pregnant in 1961 and says to her daughter you have ruined your life
and will make going to college much harder for yourself and convinces the teenage girl to
go to Kenya in the second trimester of her pregnancy and give up the baby to the Kenyan
natural family of the natural father of the child to be raised in Kenya by them.
Mother travels to Kenya either directly from Hawaii or via Canada. Traveling via Canada
would allow her easier access to Kenya since as the spouse of a British Subject she would
be flying from one British Commonwealth nation, Canada, to a British Colony. That
would make travel to and entry into Kenya much easier. And getting into and out of
Canada for an American citizen, the mother, was easy back in 1961.
The Kenyan paternal step-grandmother of the child attends Obama's birth in Kenyan
hospital in Mombasa Kenya (The Kenyan paternal step-grandmother has attested to that
fact she was there at the birth of Obama in Kenya and held him in her arms in Mombasa
Hospital in a sworn affidavit.) and is ready to take custody of the child and raise the child
for the foot-loose and fancy-free natural father with multiple wives ... and the U.S.
teenage mother is supposed to return to Hawaii, or fly directly to Washington State, or fly
to Washington State via Vancouver, Canada, leaving the child with the natural father's
family in Kenya and restart her life back in Hawaii and/or in college in Washington State
minus the child ... and go to college, re-starting her life anew. In 1961, a pregnant teenage
girl giving up a child to restart their life anew was not unusual.
But nature throws the plan a curve ball. Maternal instincts kick in and mother cannot
leave the baby in Kenya, either due to pure maternal instincts or in seeing the conditions
in Kenya that her child would be raised in with a mostly absentee father over there. Thus

she changes her mom's plan and she takes the baby and birth certificate issued by the
Mombasa Hospital to the American Embassy or consulate in Kenya and shows them the
Kenyan Birth Certificate for her child and "explains" the baby was born unexpectedly in
Kenya while there visiting her "husband's" family. U.S. officials then stamp her passport
as traveling with an infant child.
Mother gets on plane carrying the child and flies back to Hawaii and appears at the
airport arrival with the new baby in tow, or to Washington State, or to Vancouver,
Canada, and calls her mother in Hawaii telling her what she did, much to the shock of her
mother, the child's U.S. grandmother. Baby easily is passed through U.S. entry officials
due to embassy stamp on mother's passport and the supporting Kenyan birth certificate
showing a U.S. citizen is the mother, or Obama's mom brings him across the border from
Vancouver, Canada, to Washington State to start college in the fall of 1961.
Child's U.S. grandmother is still beside herself at this change in plans by the mother of
the child. The child's grandmother then knowing or learning from legal advisers how lax
Hawaiian birth registration laws were in 1961, then cooks up a plan and scheme with the
child's mother, to lie to Hawaiian officials and swear and sign affidavits at the birth
registry office that the child was born in Hawaii at home with no witnesses but them, in
order to get the child U.S. citizenship (a highly desirable status) to make future travel and
life easier on the family and new child. They did this lie and cover up simply to gain U.S.
citizenship for the child a highly coveted status for any child, not knowing that this child
might someday grow up and try to become the President and thus risk having their whole
plans and lies exposed.
Birth registration office then issues the announcements to the two newspapers, as was the
offices custom at the time to send the papers lists of babies born, of the birth event which
at its source was only based on the false sworn testimony of the mother. Thus the birth
notices in the newspapers are not independent data, they all came from the same source,
... false sworn statements from the mother and/or grandmother that the child was born in
Hawaii.
Thus under this narrative the birth records in the vaults in Hawaii may be simply sworn
affidavits of the mother and grandmother saying Obama was born at home with no
witnesses, all based on lies and fraud, which seems to be a common occurrence with Mr.
O's entire life. Obama's birth may be REGISTERED as having occurred in Hawaii, but he
was not physically born there.
A suggested narrative to explain events and facts as revealed thus far.
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"The American people will never knowingly adopt Socialism. But under the name of
liberalism they will adopt every fragment of the Socialist program, until one day America
will be a Socialist nation without knowing how it happened." Norman Thomas
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